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A quantitative description of the formation process of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) on graphite electrodes requires the
description of heterogeneous surface film growth mechanisms and continuum models. This article presents such an approach, which
uses multi-scale modeling techniques to investigate multi-scale effects of the surface film growth. The model dynamically couples
a macroscopic battery model with a kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm. The latter allows the study of atomistic surface reactions and
heterogeneous surface film growth. The capability of this model is illustrated on an example using the common ethylene carbonate-
based electrolyte in contact with a graphite electrode that features different particle radii. In this model, the atomistic configuration
of the surface film structure impacts reactivity of the surface and thus the macroscopic reaction balances. The macroscopic properties
impact surface current densities and overpotentials and thus surface film growth. The potential slope and charge consumption in
graphite electrodes during the formation process qualitatively agrees with reported experimental results.
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A long lifetime for lithium-ion batteries is key to reducing battery
cost and increasing acceptance for new applications. The most impor-
tant but still not well understood aging phenomenon is the growth of
a solid film at graphite negative electrodes.1–3 Graphite is the com-
mon negative electrode and operates at conditions outside the elec-
trochemical stability window of the electrolyte.2,4 Its decomposition
takes place at the surface of the electrode particles and leads to the
formation of a surface film, i.e. solid electrolyte interface (SEI). The
SEI is mainly built during the first cycles prior to use and is considered
to be part of the manufacturing process.5 The aim of the formation
process is to create an interface that is a good lithium-ion conductor
but insulating for electrons and prohibits direct contact between elec-
trode and electrolyte in order to provide good performance and long
lifetime.4 Different compositions of the film have been proposed by
different research groups.6,7 Since the composition and structure and
so the film characteristic is determined during the first cycles,7 a de-
tailed understanding of this growth mechanism is needed to improve
cycling performance.

The SEI is formed by a complex mechanism.5 An atomistic re-
action mechanism involves lithium salt and solvent as reactants as
well as a variety of different organic and inorganic intermediates and
solid products.7,8 The observation of the formation process is chal-
lenging, because of the film’s thickness of only several nanometers.
Additionally, macroscopic properties such as particle size or operating
conditions, e.g. C-rate and environmental temperature, have an impor-
tant impact on the formation process.3,4 Although SEI film formation
has been studied for decades using experimental and simulation-based
methods, the exact mechanism of chemical and electrochemical reac-
tions and the growth of the solid film is not understood. Indeed, Kalz
et al.9 pointed out the general need for a deeper analysis and advanced
modeling of changes of reactive surfaces. New modeling methods
need to be explored, which allow application to lithium-ion batter-
ies for a detailed simulation of heterogeneous growth mechanisms
while considering the experimentally found impact of macroscopic
properties.

Several model-based approaches have been proposed for studying
the SEI. Models are available at different scales based on molecu-
lar dynamics (MD), density functional theory (DFT), kinetic Monte
Carlo (kMC), and partial differential equations (PDEs). MD sim-
ulations have been used to determine and analyze basic atomistic
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processes6,10,11 and usually assume ideal surfaces or solutions. DFT
has been applied to determine energy barriers and standard state
potentials12 and transport processes in the solid film.13,14 Methekar
et al.15 proposed the application of kMC to simulate heterogeneous
passivation of the interface. Several macroscopic electrode models are
available based on PDEs to simulate film growth and resistance16,17

and for detailed analysis of transport processes and reactions in the
SEI.18 Most atomistic methods can only be applied on very short time
and length scales and cannot simulate the long time scale formation
process in an electrode. On the other hand, homogeneous macro-
scopic methods do not consider process heterogeneity due to lateral
interaction of species on a higher dimensional surface, which re-
sults in the complex structures observed experimentally. Using kMC
method in combination with macoscopic continuum equations has
been shown to be a promising approach for analysis of multi-scale
problems in other electrochemical systems, such as fuel cells19 and
copper electrodeposition.20 To enable understanding the complex film
formation mechanisms in lithium-ion batteries in future, this article
introduces an advanced modeling methodology that couples hetero-
geneous surface reactions and film growth mechanisms with a macro-
scopic single-particle electrode model using multi-scale modeling.

This multi-scale modeling approach is an extension of a conference
paper that outlined the basic steps.21 After explaining the approach,
we qualitatively validate its ability to simulate key aspects of the
formation process, such as the SEI formation plateau. The method
is demonstrated by simulating the formation process for electrolyte
with a pure ethylene carbonate (EC) solvent, which is known to form
a stable film on the surface. As its exact mechanism is still not fully
understood,22 the scope of this work is not a fully validated simulation,
but to provide a computational tool for the testing of hypothesized
mechanisms that can be compared with experimental data and used
for analysis of multi-scale behavior.

Mathematical Modeling

In this work, a macroscopic electrode model based on mass and
charge balances is dynamically coupled with a kinetic Monte Carlo
model covering heterogeneous surface film growth mechanisms. The
individual models can also be used without the coupling algorithm and
have been evaluated separately in preliminary steps. The multi-scale
model and the various phases considered are illustrated in Figure 1.
It can be seen that the electrode is represented as a single electrode
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Figure 1. Multi-scale model showing electrode represented as a single elec-
trode particle covered by a dense inner surface film (s) and further solids in the
electrolyte reducing the porosity. A zoom into the film structure is indicated
by a red square. Further, electric potential drop from anode (a) through surface
film (s) and adsorption site (s∗) to electrolyte (e) is illustrated.

particle covered by a dense inner surface film (s) and further solid
degradation products in the electrolyte reducing the porosity. Pro-
cesses on this scale are considered by the macroscopic model. A zoom
into the film structure is indicated by a red square. Processes on this
scale are considered by the atomistic model using kMC method. The
surface film thickness δ is the average film thickness and is determined
by the atomistic model. Further, electric potential drop from anode (a)
through surface film (s) and adsorption site (s∗) to electrolyte (e) is
illustrated. In Macroscopic scale section and Atomistic scale section
the macroscopic and atomistic model and their general equations are
introduced, respectively. In Multi-scale coupling section the coupling
of both models is explained. Finally, in Example problem: SEI layer
formation in ethylene carbonate electrolyte section the methodology
is applied to a particular example problem for EC decomposition on
graphite electrodes.

Macroscopic scale.—The macroscopic model considers mass and
charge conservation, transport processes through SEI and active ma-
terial particles, as well as kinetic limitations, i.e., charge transfer re-
actions. All phases shown in Figure 1 are involved, which are: anode
(a), surface film (s), adsorption site (s∗), and electrolyte (e).

The model is based on a single-particle model approach similar to
that of Santhanagopalan et al.23 and is extended by SEI based on the
work of Colclasure et al.18 Diffusion of lithium in the solid phase of
the negative electrode, i.e. anode a, is modeled as

∂cLi
a (r )

∂t
= 1

r 2
∇ (

DLi
a r 2∇cLi

a (r )
)

[1]

where cLi
a is the lithium concentration, r the radial dimension, and DLi

a
the solid diffusion coefficient in the anode. The boundary conditions
are −DLi

a ∇cLi
a (0) = 0 and −DLi

a ∇cLi
a (Ra) = N Li+

a,s rs , with particle ra-

dius Ra and lithium reaction rate N Li+
a,s at the interface between anode

and surface film and surface roughness factor rs . The SEI is a surface
film, which encloses the active material particle and is conductive
only for lithium ions. The surface film is assumed to be planar, since
its thickness is orders of magnitude smaller than that of the parti-
cle radius. Further, the SEI is treated as a single ion conductor with
assumed electroneutrality, which denotes constant lithium concentra-
tion in the SEI and enforces equal flow rates for lithium through the
a/s and s/s∗ interfaces. Therefore, reactions for lithium passing those
interfaces are treated as a homogeneous reaction in series as explained
by Helfreich,24 which allows the elimination of intermediate concen-
trations in the SEI phase s and determination of overall forward and
backward rates N Li+

a,s and N Li+
s,s∗ from phase a to phase s∗ as
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with surface fraction θLi+ of lithium, site occupancy number σ, site
density �, and activity of lithium aLi

a and vacancies aV
a in the anode,

which are determined as a function of concentration cLi+ based on
Redlich Kister coefficients for graphite provided by Colclasure et al.25

At the adsorption site s∗ of the film, balance equations for consid-
ered species j are applied as

�

σ

∂θ j

∂t
= N j

s,s∗ + N j
s∗,e +

∑
ν j Q j

s∗ [7]

with flow rates through interfaces N j , source terms through reactions
on the adsorption site Q j , and stoichiometric factor ν j . Those terms
can be specified by continuum equations as shown by Colcasure et al.18

or be a result of atomistic simulations as given in the Multi-scale
coupling section.

Charge balance equations are applied for the interfaces between
anode/surface film a, s and adsorption site/electrolyte s∗, e as

aeff
s CDL

a,s

∂��a,s

∂t
= − j charge + j ct

a,s [8]

and

aeff
s CDL

s�,e

∂��s�,e

∂t
= − j charge + j ct

s∗,e [9]

with the potential difference at the interface ��, applied charge den-
sity j charge, charge transfer reaction current j ct, double layer capac-
itance CDL, and specific effective surface area of a rough particle,
aeff

s = 3rs εa
Ra

. Charge transfer reaction current is the sum of charge
transferred at this interface. The electrical potential drop in the sur-
face film is determined as

��s = j chargeρSEIδ

aeff
s

[10]

with electrical resistivity of the SEI, ρSEI, and the average film thick-
ness δ. The electrode potential ��electrode is then determined as

��electrode = ��a,s + ��s∗,e + ��s [11]

Atomistic scale.—Whereas a macroscopic model is very limited
to describe heterogeneous surface film growth processes, kMC is
an adequate method.15 Proposed mechanisms of decomposition of
electrolytes at the SEI are often highly complex, where most of the
reactants are not simple atoms but molecules with complex structures.
The film formation is usually performed in a time period of several
hours. Such a long time scale, however, can presently barely be re-
alized by first-principles kMC simulation considering every possible
transition state on the atomistic scale without further simplifications.
In consideration of this, the aim of applying kMC in this article is
not to propose a first-principles calculation to accurately predict the
formation processes, but rather to provide a methodology to intro-
duce selected heterogeneous processes of interest into commonly used
continuum-only battery models.

The kMC model is based on the solid-on-solid approach.26–28 In
contrast to a 3D model, this kMC model allows adsorption only on top
of surface sites, which avoids overhangs and is a good approximation
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as long as difference of height between neighboring sites is not ex-
ceedingly large.28 The kMC algorithm is based on examples provided
by Burghaus.29 A cubic lattice is used, with diagonal and horizontal
diffusion allowed.

The area of the lattice is:

AkMC = nzny(�L)2 [12]

where nz and ny are the numbers of lattice sites in z and y direction,
respectively. The distance between two lattice sites is �L .

The implemented processes are surface diffusion, adsorption, des-
orption, and reactions. Interface processes with phase change, such as
electrochemical reaction, adsorption, and desorption can be anodic,
cathodic, or neutral, i.e. with uncharged species. Process frequency q
are implemented as an Arrhenius equation

q = k exp

(−E A

RT

)
[13]

with activation energy E A. For electrochemical reactions, further de-
pendency of the applicable electrical potential �� is considered as

q = k exp

(−E A + α��F

RT

)
[14]

Diagonal and horizontal surface diffusion pre-exponential factors are
determined based on the surface diffusion coefficient D, with pre-
exponential factor being kdiff = wh = D

2(�L)2 for the horizontal diffu-

sion and kdiff = wd = D
4(�L)2 for diagonal diffusion.26 The activation

energy for diffusion or desorption steps depends on the bonds to near-
est neighbor sites and can be expressed as E A = ∑

j n j J A
j , where

n j is the number and J A
j is the bonding energy to a neighbor of type

j .27 The adsorption rate depends on the species activity in the elec-
trolyte ae. Some of the reactions involve electrons, which are present
at the electrode surface; those electrochemical reactions are driven by
the potential difference between anode a and the adsorption site s∗.
Furthermore, electrons need to pass the surface film and thus reaction
rates decrease with increasing film thickness. The electron leakage
process is not fully understood. Even so, some suggestions are given
in the literature.13,14,30,31 In this work, we assume that an electron needs
to overcome an additional activation energy E A

SEI, which depends on
the distance δKMC between local surface site and the anode as

E A
SEI = δKMC(z, y)Ē A

SEI [15]

where Ē A
SEI is the specific activation energy. As such, the reaction

rate exponentially decreases with increasing surface film thickness.
This dependency is commonly assumed in macroscopic models.32 The
specific activation energy Ē A

SEI is thereby a parameter that is chosen
to achieve a reasonable film thickness. Reverse rates of processes in
this model as well as in the macroscopic model are determined based
on the standard chemical potentials of the species, by calculating the
change of Gibbs free energy �G0 = ∑

μ0
products − ∑

μ0
educts,

25 which
can then be further used to determine the backward reaction rates from

k f

kb
= exp

(−�G0

RT

)
[16]

As mentioned previously, the kMC simulations are used to in-
troduce heterogeneous surface processes into a continuum model.
As such, only particular species of interest are considered explicitly
by the kMC method while others are considered via the continuum
model. This work applies a quasi-steady-state assumption (QSSA)
within kMC for species not considered explicitly by the kMC model.
The theoretical background for the application of QSSA in stochastic
systems is given by Rao et al.33 The concentration of those species on
the surface is assumed to be in steady state within one kMC simulation
time interval and thus only changes in between iterations. The prob-
ability of a species on a surface site is approximated by a conditional
expectation based on the deterministic solution of the macroscopic
equations.

Figure 2. Time parallelization (A) and multi-scale algorithm (B).

Multi-scale coupling.—The main methodology, algorithms, and
considerations of the multi-scale coupling are given here. The macro-
scopic model and the atomistic model are dynamically coupled by a
multi-scale algorithm. The coupling is performed directly by sequen-
tially performing kMC and continuum simulations and exchanging
information about continuum and kMC states within a time interval.

The parallelization of both computations is shown in Figure 2. In
Figure 2B the basic steps of the multi-scale simulation procedure is
shown, while a multi-scale iteration is considered as a sequence of a
continuum and a kMC simulation. In Step 1 the macroscopic model
simulates up to a certain predefined time ti+1 = ti + �ti , while time
steps and their parallelization is shown in Figure 2A. After the itera-
tion of the continuum model is finished, boundary conditions of the
atomistic model are set to the values determined by the macroscopic
model at t = ti+1, which is the simplest approximation of the system
state and is feasible as long as the system state change is small or itera-
tion time steps are short. In Step 2, kMC simulation is performed until
time in the kMC model tkMC reaches ti+1. If the final condition (e.g.
cutoff potential) is not reached then the next multi-scale iteration is
started, otherwise the overall simulation is terminated in Step 4. KMC
results are used to determine parameters of the continuum system at
the time t = ti + �ti

2 . The parameters depend on the present state
of the kMC model and thus are time dependent parameters. Further,
the stochastic nature of the kMC model leads to fluctuations in the
parameters. Therefore, data filters are applied to smooth the output of
the atomistic model in Step 3.34 The smoothed output is used in Step
5 to predict the parameters of the following multi-scale iteration and
is provided as continuous time dependent function to the macroscopic
model.

This multi-scale coupling allows the coupling of detailed hetero-
geneous surface film growth mechanisms with the continuum model.
The continuum model thereby applies mass balance equations, which
contains net reaction rates based on kMC rates QkMC, which are de-
termined as

QkMC = �n

�ti AkMC
[17]

where �n is the total moles converted during simulation period �ti at
the surface area AkMC. To improve stability of the numerical solution,
the rates Q of the continuum model were not directly set to rates of
the kMC model, but instead the main impact of potential difference
�� and layer thickness δ was considered in the macroscopic model
by

Q = λkMC exp

(
0.5��a,s∗ F − δĒ A

SEI

RT

)
[18]

which is then corrected in every iteration by an adjustable parameter
λkMC to fit rates of the kMC simulation. Further, the time step of
a multi-scale iteration is adapted based on the kMC steps of the
previous iteration. A low number of kMC steps in the previous iteration
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Figure 3. Illustration of the assumed reaction mechanism in the continuum
model (top) and the kMC model (bottom) including information exchanged to
synchronize those reactions in the multi-scale simulations.

step increases the length of the next time step. Dependent on the
particular simulation, the robustness of the multiscale model can be
sensitive on coupling strategy, such as iteration time step and data
filter type.34 The whole code including macroscopic and atomistic
model is implemented in MATLAB. Partial differential equations are
solved by the finite volume method and adaptive ODE solvers.

Example problem: SEI layer formation in ethylene carbonate
electrolyte.—To demonstrate the capability of the multiscale model
to analyze layer growth and its interaction with the macroscopic states,
simulations are performed for an example problem. The decomposi-
tion of EC at a graphite electrode surface is chosen. The reaction
mechanism is built on literature findings. As the mechanism is still

under discussion, it should be seen as an example, which can be ad-
justed later, once the full mechanism is known. The mechanism as
implemented in the macroscopic and atomistic model is illustrated in
Figure 3. Details about the concept as well as assumed surface film
components and reactions are given below.

Concept.—The implemented reaction mechanism is shown in
Table I along with the respectively applied simulation methods and
kinetic parameters. Properties of the species involved in the kMC and
continuum model are shown in Tables II and III, respectively. In the
continuum model, species can be located in different phases, which is
indicated in brackets for anode (a), anode surface film (s), adsorption
film at the interface to the electrolyte (s∗), and electrolyte (e). In the
kMC model, the species Li+, EC, PF−

6 , and e− are not considered
explicitly, but occupy free surface sites with a certain probability as
explained in Atomistic scale section. The intermediate species are
initially generated on the surface via reactions of those species, i.e.,
reactions 1 and 2. When generated, intermediate species may diffuse
on the surface, while probability of a diffusion step depends on the
binding to its nearest solid neighbors. An essential prerequisite to ob-
tain experimentally observed nano-structures is that reactions need to
be favored differently depending on the local surface configuration.
A physical reason for these differences may be a selective binding
of species to certain solid components. We assume that intermediate
LiC3H4O3 and LiCO−

3 have only low binding energies to the solid
lithium carbonate (LC) and lithium ethylene dicarbonate (LEDC), re-
spectively, which leads to the formation of such heterogeneous struc-
tures on the surface. The concentration of intermediate species in the
electrolyte is negligible compared to salt and solvent concentration,
and is set to zero.

As can be seen in Figure 3, net reactions considered in the contin-
uum model are direct pathways from the reactants EC, Li+, and e− to
the products C2H4, LC, LEDC, and the desorbed intermediate species
LiC3H4O3 (LiEC). To specify flow rates Q, the parameter λkMC as well
as average film thickness is provided by the kMC model. Continuous
change of system states is considered via modeling surface fractions θ
of the reactants Li+, PF−

6 , and EC as well as electric potential ��a,s∗
by the continuum model.

Solid components.—The assumed solid products are LC and
LEDC, which have been reported as being the main SEI film
components.6,7,12,31,35,36 LC is reported to be the most impor-
tant component for SEI functionality13,37 and formed with EC-
based electrolytes.7 A two-layer structure of the SEI is commonly
reported,13,38 with a dense inner film and a porous outer film.38 In this
work, a kMC model is used for the growth mechanism of the dense

Table I. Reaction processes including reaction rate constant k, Gibbs free energy �G0, and activation energy E A.

Number Reactions k [s−1] E A [kJ mol−1] α method

1 C3H4O3 + e− ⇀↽ C3H4O−
3 5 × 1012 65.2712 0.5 kMC

2 C3H4O3 + e− + Li+ ⇀↽ LiC3H4O3 5 × 1012 42.6812 0.5 kMC
3 C3H4O3

− + e− ⇀↽ CO2−
3 + C2H4 5 × 1012 275.3112 0.5 kMC

4 LiC3H4O3 + e− ⇀↽ LiCO−
3 + C2H4 5 × 1012 53 (chosen) 0.5 kMC

5 C3H4O−
3 + Li+ ⇀↽ LiC3H4O3 1 × 1013 40 (chosen) – kMC

6 CO2−
3 + Li+ ⇀↽ LiCO−

3 1 × 1013 40 (chosen) – kMC
7 2 LiC3H4O3 → (CH2OCO2Li)2 + C2H4 1 × 1013 5 (chosen) – kMC
8 LiCO−

3 + Li+ + C3H4O3 → (CH2OCO2Li)2 1 × 1013 80 (chosen) – kMC
9 LiCO−

3 + Li+ → Li2CO3 1 × 1013 70 (chosen) – kMC

10 Li(a) ⇀↽ V(a) + Li+(s) + e−(a) 1 × 1013 30 0.5 continuum
11 Li+(s) ⇀↽ Li+(s∗) 1 × 1013 30 – continuum
12 Li+(s∗) ⇀↽ Li+(e) 1 × 1013 30 0.5 continuum
13 PF−

6 (s∗) ⇀↽ PF−
6 (e) 1 × 1013 30 0.5 continuum

14 C3H4O3(s∗) ⇀↽ C3H4O3(e) 1 × 1013 30 – continuum
15 2 C3H4O3(s∗) + 2 Li+(s∗) + 2 e−(s∗) → (CH2OCO2Li)2 + C2H4(e) kMC input – – continuum
16 C3H4O3(s∗) + 2 Li+(s∗) + 2 e−(s∗) → Li2CO3 + C2H4(e) kMC input – – continuum
17 C3H4O3(s∗) + Li+(s∗) + e−(s∗) → LiC3H4O3(e) kMC input – – continuum
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Table II. Standard chemical potential μ0, surface diffusion
coefficient D, binding energy Ji to solid i in kJ/mol, and desorption
rate constant kdes as used in the kMC model.

Species μ0 [kJ mol−1] JLC; JLEDC; Ja [kJ mol−1] kdes [s−1]

C3H4O3 0 – –
PF−

6 0 – –
Li+ 10 – –
e− 0 – –

C3H4O−
3 −33.93 22; 22; 22 –

CO2−
3 256.44 22; 22; 22 –

LiC3H4O3 −574.63 8; 27; 29 5 × 107

LiCO−
3 −780.48 27; 3; 29 –

C2H4 0 5; 5; 5 5 × 107

(CH2OCO2Li)2 −1386.91 – –
Li2CO3 −1399 – –

inner film. The outer porous film is considered by assuming all des-
orbed intermediates will react in the electrolyte and form solid com-
ponents. Those solids will reduce the porosity of the electrode, which
will impact macroscopic transport processes in the porous electrode
during operation of the battery. During formation process, only very
low currents are applied and thus spacial distribution of solvent and
lithium due to transport processes in the porous electrode are ne-
glected.

The size of the lattice elements in the kMC model is determined
based on LC, which is a good lithium-ion conductor and therefore the
most relevant surface species.31 LC forms a crystal structure with a
monoclinic lattice system with a = 8.370 Å, b = 4.929 Å, c = 5.870
Å, and β = 117.1◦.31 A cubic lattice would achieve the same volume
with lateral length of a = 5.996 ≈ 6 Å. Thus the distance between
lattice sites is defined to be �L = 6 × 10−10 m. The organic solid
LEDC is reported to be the most common product observed in the SEI
experimentally.12,39 This species consists of two CH2OCO2Li groups,
each of which are approximately as large as LC. Therefore, LEDC is
assumed to fill two surface sites and has the same height as LC. This
assumption enables the representation of the complex film structure
in a simple cubic lattice.

Reactions.—The heterogeneous reaction mechanism applied here
is abstracted from the literature. EC (C3H4O3) is reported to break
down by consuming an electron through the breakage of one of the
C–O bonds next to the C2H4 group to form C3H4O−

3 via reaction
1.6,10,12 An alternative transition state for the bond breakage is sug-
gested by,12 where the energy barrier is lower in the presence of
lithium, leading to the intermediate product LiC3H4O3 via reaction
2. The reduced species C3H4O−

3 and LiC3H4O−
3 can then react with

a further electron to form CO2−
3 via reaction 3 and LiCO−

3 via reac-
tion 4, respectively. In both reactions, the gaseous species C2H4 is

Table III. Standard chemical potential μ0 in kJ/mol and standard
concentration C0 in mol/m3.

Species μ0 [kJ mol−1] C0 [mol m−3]

Li(a) −11.6525 cmax
e−(a) 0 1
V(a) 0 cmax

Li+(s) – 1000
Li+(s∗) 10 �/σ

PF−
6 (s∗) 0 �/σ

V(s∗) −1 �/σ

C3H4O3(s∗) 0 �/σ

Li+(e) 0 1200
PF−

6 (e) 0 1200
C3H4O3(e) 0 15000

Table IV. Other model parameters.

Parameter value

Maximum concentration in the solid, cmax
[mol m−3]

16100

temperature, T [K] 300
solid diffusion coefficient, DLi

a [m2 s−1] 1 × 10−14

electrical resistivity of SEI, ρSEI [	 m] 5 × 105

double layer capacitance at anode/SEI
interface, CDL

a,s [F m−2]
0.2

double layer capacitance at SEI adsorption
site/electrolyte interface, CDL

s∗,e [F m−2]
10

active material volume fraction, εs [–] 0.58
concentration of Lithium ions in electrolyte,
cLi+

e [mol m−3]
1200

start concentration of Lithium in solid cLi
a (0)

[mol m−3]
0

active material particle radius, Ra [m] 3 × 10−6, 10 × 10−6

site-occupancy number, σ [mol−1] 6.022 × 1023

site density � [m−2] 1/(�L2)
C-rate (based on concentration at 0 V) [–] 0.1
surface area roughness factor, rs [–] 5
kMC lattice size, �L [m] 6 × 10−10

cutoff voltage, Ecut [V] 0
specific electron leakage activation energy,
Ē A

SEI [J m−1]
1 × 1012

surface diffusion coefficient, D [m2 s−1] 1 × 10−13

produced. For reaction 3, a transition state with a very high energy
barrier is suggested.12 Most literature agrees that CO2−

3 quickly reacts
further with lithium to form first LiCO−

3 via reaction 6 and finally the
solid LC (Li2CO3) via reaction 9.6,10–12,36,40,41 Except for reaction 7,
those reactions do not involve more than one of the rare intermediate
species, therefore it can be expected that species C3H4O−

3 , CO2−
3 , and

LiCO−
3 have very short lifetimes, which indicates that desorption for

those species does not need to be considered. LEDC ((CH2OCO2Li)2)
is produced either through reactions 7 or 8. In reaction 7, LEDC is
formed by the reaction of two LiC3H4O3 and in reaction 8 with Li, EC,
and LiCO−

3 . Gibbs free energies of the reactions are partly provided
by Wang et al.12 Standard state chemical potentials and remaining
reaction energies are chosen based on the data where applicable and
otherwise chosen in the adequate order of magnitude. A quantita-
tive computational determination of all parameters for this reaction
mechanism via DFT simulations is yet not possible9 and remains the
subject of future studies. Additional parameters as applied in those
simulations are summarized in Table IV.

As the parameters and mechanisms are not fully available in lit-
erature, the results should be considered as a first qualitative insight
into the formation process and an assessment of the multiscale nature
of SEI growth, and as a demonstration of the multiscale model as a
way to evaluate hypothesized mechanisms.

Results and Discussion

The multi-scale model is used to simulate the processes during the
first charge for two cases that allow the assessment of the effect of
electrodes with different macroscopic properties: particle size R1 = 3
μm, i.e. fine electrode, and R2 = 10 μm, i.e. coarse electrode. In both
cases, formation is performed with typical low constant charge rate
of 0.1 C. Detailed results for this process are shown and the effect of
macroscopic properties on atomistic surface reaction and film growth
and vice versa are discussed.

The potential of the graphite electrode during the first charging
process is shown in Figure 4 and reveals the typical features of the
formation process, such as the formation plateau at ∼0.6 V, as well
as the capacity needed for the first charge including the formation
process. The slope of the potential is dependent on the particle size.
The main differences between the curves can be explained as follows.
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Figure 4. Electrode potential ��electrode during the first charge of the for-
mation process for electrodes with particle radius R1 = 3 × 10−6 m and
R2 = 10 × 10−6 m. Dashed gray lines indicates the potentials 0.55 V,
0.525 V, and 0.5 V from top to bottom.

Smaller particles provide larger surface area so more solid electrolyte
is formed, which results in a more distinct plateau at the beginning
of charge and a higher capacity, i.e. lithium consumption, during the
first charge. Furthermore, the formation process in the larger particle
starts at lower potentials, which is due to higher overpotentials of the
electron leakage process because of smaller surface area.

While it is possible to provide sound explanations for almost all
of the main features that can be observed in the potential curve, it is
more difficult to give explanations for the characteristics of the film
growth, which is shown in Figure 5. This figure shows the average
film thickness of both electrodes during the charging process for the
dense inner film, which limits the passing of electrons. The figure
does not include the intermediates desorbed to the electrolyte. Those
species are instead expected to further react in the electrolyte phase
and form a second porous film. This part of the SEI would affect dif-
fusion processes in the porous electrode, but, due to very low charging
rates, this effect is not further considered in this simulation. For both
electrodes, the evolution of the film growth is qualitatively similar.
While the growth is steep at the beginning of charging, the growth
slows down at the end of charging. It has been stated that the film

Figure 5. Thickness of the dense inner film during the first charge of the
formation process for electrodes with particle radius R1 = 3 × 10−6 m and
R2 = 10 × 10−6.

grows approximately with the square root of time,4,16 which cannot
be seen for the simulation results given here, but may be the long time
trend for a life cycle test. In case of the electrode with large particles,
the film grows faster compared to the electrode with small particles.
This observation is again related to the smaller surface area provided
by larger particles, which leads to much higher local surface current
density and thus faster formation of the surface film. This slope of film
thickness is similar to the inverse of the potential for both electrode,
which indicates the strong impact of electrode potential on the film
growth. Further, the thickness of surface film for both electrodes is
almost the same at the end of discharge (0 V), even though the po-
tential is reached at considerably different discharge capacities. The
particle size impacts growth rate much more than final thickness. In
addition, it can be seen that, at the very beginning of the charging, the
film is not growing, while the electrode potential in Figure 4 during
this period stagnates, i.e. shows the typical formation plateau. The
potential starts to drop as soon as a stable dense inner film is formed,
which limits further electrochemical side reactions. Further detailed
explanation is given later in the discussion.

The heterogeneous film structure and its growth are shown in Fig-
ure 6 for both electrodes at the same potentials. In both systems, LC
and LEDC solids are the main products, while a nano-structuring of
the solids can be observed. The structuring is a direct consequence of
the different binding energies of the intermediates. The surface film
shows some extend of roughness, but there are no areas with local
heights that considerably deviate from the average film thickness. The
reason for this observation is that resistance of the electrochemical
side reactions is evaluated locally. Therefore, electrochemical pro-
cesses have a higher probability to occur at regions close to the anode
surface, which leads to an intrinsic adjustment of the local film thick-
ness. If only some of the solid components allow electron leakage
through the surface film, locally diverging growth rates can lead to
less planar surfaces. However, those effects were not considered in this
study.

In the following, the structure and the growth process for coarse
and fine electrodes, which is shown in Figure 6 is discussed. The
formation of the solid film starts at higher potentials with the fine
electrode, which can be seen in Figures 6ABC and 6EFG and also
in Figure 5. This can be explained by the difference in surface area,
which leads to lower overpotentials of side reactions and lower surface
fraction of intermediate reactants on the surface. The consequential
higher potential of the formation plateau with fine electrodes results
in the observed difference. Nevertheless it should be noted that the
capacity where surface film growth starts is higher with the fine elec-
trode, which can be seen in Figure 5. At the end of charge, i.e. 0 V
(Figures 6DH), it again can be seen that final film thickness is almost
independent of particle size. For both electrodes at the beginning of
the formation process, several islands are formed at the anode sur-
face, which than further grow until the whole surface is covered. It
can be seen that LC and LEDC components are formed close to each
other, while LEDC is located in the center and LC is at the edges of
the islands. At the beginning of the formation, i.e. Figures 6AF, 6LC
can be also observed detached from LEDC, while LEDC seems to
grow only on top or next to LC components. This observation can be
explained by reaction 7, where LEDC is formed by two LiC3H4O3

components on the surface. The probability for two of those species
being next to each other is higher at regions where they bind to sev-
eral solids than on the initially plain surface where they only bind to
one solid component. Further, the different surface area with different
particle size can influence the initial formation of islands. The surface
fraction of intermediate is higher for coarse electrodes and results in
high density of initial seeds as can be seen in Figure 6F. Comparing
the final structure of both electrodes in Figures 6DH, it is can be seen
that the structures differ. However, these differences rather correlate
to the stochastic nature of the process than to a significant impact of
particle size. This may be due to low C-rates of the formation process
and could be more distinct for faster formation procedures or during
operation of the cell. No considerable impact of particle size on SEI
structure could be observed in this simulation study.
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Figure 6. KMC configurations of the dense surface film for electrode with particle radius R1 = 3 × 10−6 m (A–D) and R2 = 10 × 10−6 m (E–H) at different
electrode potentials with 0.55 V (A,E), 0.525 V (B,F), 0.5 V (C,G), and 0.0 V (D,H) during the first charge of the formation process.

Even if the final SEI structure is not significantly influenced by
the particle size, a significant difference in the overall amount of the
produced SEI components vs. total electrode volume can be observed
in Figure 7. Comparing the volume fraction of electrode with small
particles R1 and large particles R2 shows that about 5 times more SEI
components have been formed for electrodes with small particles,
which correlates also to the higher charge capacity in Figure 4, which
is about 5% and 25% of the theoretical capacity for small and large
particles, respectively. In both electrodes, the amount of porous SEI
formed is about 2 times that of the dense SEI, i.e. LC and LEDC.
For the cell with small particles, the fraction of solid components
produced is very high and thus would considerably affect electrode
performance during operation with higher C-rates.

The process rates for LEDC, LC, and desorption (des) at the sur-
face are shown in Figure 8 for the kMC (marks) and the macroscopic
model (lines). The rates are in good agreement, which is an indicator
for good quality of the coupling. Comparing the quantity of the rates,
the local reaction rates are seen to be considerably higher for the larger
particles (B) compared to smaller particles (A), which is mainly due
to the difference in surface area. For both electrodes, first the rate
for intermediates desorbing increases rapidly, which is then followed
with a delay by the actual production of the LEDC and LC component
forming the dense inner film. For both electrodes, the rate of LEDC
is higher compared to the rate of LC. As soon as the film covers the

Figure 7. Volume fraction of electrode component at the end of charge, i.e. 0.0
V (A) for electrodes with particle radius R1 = 3×10−6 m and R2 = 10×10−6

m (C).

whole surface, the desorption rate decreases, which can be explained
by the change of the surface properties from a flat ground to a rough
film. A rough structure provides more binding energy for the inter-
mediate components, which increases the probability of the following
reactions. With ongoing film growth, reaction and desorption rates
decrease due to a higher activation energy for the electron leakage

Figure 8. Reaction rates for LEDC, LC, and desorption (des) at the surface
for electrode with particle radius R1 = 3 × 10−6 m (A) and R2 = 10 × 10−6

m (B) including the results of the macroscopic (lines) and the kMC simulation
(marks).
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Figure 9. KMC output for calculation of reaction rates of LEDC (A), LC (B),
and desorbed intermediates (D) for electrodes with small particles (black) and
large particles (blue).

as applied for electrochemical side reactions. This decrease of film
growth reactions is faster and steeper for large particles (R2). Further,
for smaller particles this decrease is considerably slower in the begin-
ning, which cannot be observed for the large particles. The magnitude
of all three side reactions is similar in this simulation. For the LC rate
in the beginning of charge, a steep overshooting can be observed for
large particles, which is considerably more flattened for small parti-
cles. Even so, the general trend is similar for both electrodes, and it
can be seen that the macroscopic properties considerably impacts the
local reaction rates at the surface during the formation process.

To further understand the presented results and multi-scale cou-
pling, the data exchanged between the models are analyzed. As ex-
plained previously, the reaction rates in the macroscopic model are
not set directly to those determined by the kMC model. Instead reac-
tion rates are defined in equation 18 and adjusted to fit reaction rates
of the kMC model. The only adjustable parameter in this equation is
λkMC for reaction 15–17, which is determined after each multi-scale
iteration and thus represents the information actually passed from the
atomistic to the macroscopic model. Figure 9 shows the parameter
λkMC for reactions 15–17. For all three processes, fluctuations of this
parameter can be seen. Fluctuation of the kMC output indicates the
uncertainty of a process, which is strongly related to its frequency. As
long as a process occurs frequently, statistics are reliable and fluctu-
ation is low. The fluctuation may be decreased by increasing surface
area AkMC, but with an increase in computational time. As can be
seen, all transferred parameters change during the formation process.

Figure 10. Surface fraction of major species at the adsorption film for elec-
trodes with small particles (black) and large particles (blue). The states are
calculated by the macroscopic model and fed to the atomistic model.

The parameter for the rate equation of LEDC is shown in Figure 9A.
The value rapidly increases at the beginning of the formation pro-
cess and than only slightly changes, while changes are higher with
higher potential gradients. In Figure 9B, the parameter for rate equa-
tion of LC reaction is shown, which is qualitatively comparable to
that of LEDC. In Figure 9C, the parameter for the rate equation of
the desorption of LiC3H4O3 is seen to rapidly decrease as soon as a
stable dense inner film is formed. This decrease starts earlier for the
larger particles. Further, the value is seen to change during the whole
charging process. In general, a change of these parameters denotes a
correction of assumed dependencies of equation 18. A constant value
would denote that there is no multi-scale interaction from atomistic
to the macroscopic model. For the mechanisms shown, the assumed
dependency of reaction rate from electrode potential and average film
thickness seems to be good at the later state of the charge process, but
not for the first part of the charging where the structure of the surface
film, e.g. roughness, undergoes considerable changes.

The surface fractions provided by the macroscopic model are
shown in Figure 10. The system states passed from macroscopic to the
atomistic model are the surface fractions of the species (Li+, PF−

6 , EC,
and vacancies V) as well as the electrode potential gradient ��a,s∗
between the anode a and the adsorption site s∗. The surface fractions
of these species are very similar for both structures, because they
mainly depend on the concentrations in the electrolyte, which is con-
stant in this simulation. The most influential exchanged state is the
electrode potential, which is shown in Figure 4. The electrode poten-
tial directly impacts all the electron-involving reactions on the surface,
and is the variable that triggers and determines the multi-scale interac-
tion between the macroscopic and the atomistic model. Through the
electrode potential, the macroscopic conditions directly impact the
evolution of the atomistic system, i.e. surface film growth and struc-
ture. The structure of the surface film determines the rate constants,
i.e. electron consumption rates, as used in the macroscopic model and
thus impacts the evolution of macroscopic properties such as elec-
trical potential or average film resistance. Both lead to a continuous
multi-scale interaction between the macroscopic and the atomistic
model.

Conclusions

This article introduces a multi-scale model for simulation-based
analysis of SEI formation in lithium-ion batteries. The model dy-
namically couples a macroscopic electrode model including electron
leakage limitation through a surface film with a kinetic Monte Carlo
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model for the simulation of atomistic degradation processes on the
surface as well as heterogeneous film growth. Simulations are carried
out on the example that assumes EC as solvent and LiPF6 as salt.
Two different particle sizes were used to reveal the effect of different
macroscopic system properties.

This multi-scale modeling approach enables the coupling of het-
erogeneous growth mechanisms with continuum models. The macro-
scopic properties directly impacted the atomistic processes where
lateral interactions lead to formation of nano-structures on the surface
that result in different macroscopic side reaction rates at the surface
and thus affects the macroscopic system. Furthermore, the results pro-
vide some suggestions on functionality of surface film growth. The
film growth is shown to be considerably faster with larger particles,
while the final thickness of the electrode correlates to the electrode
potential and thus is similar for both electrodes.

This work provides a computational tool for the testing of hy-
pothesized mechanisms that can be compared with experimental data.
The method enables new possibilities toward understanding, predict-
ing, and optimizing SEI formation by adapting macroscopic prop-
erties, electrolyte composition, or charging strategies. Future studies
should, as more is known about the mechanisms, allow the build-
ing of models that enable a quantitative insight and SEI formation
control.
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List of Symbols

AkMC lattice area of the kMC simulation [m2]
a j

γ activity of species j in phase γ [–]
as surface area density [m−1]
C0, j

γ standard state concentration of species j in phase γ

[mol m−3]
CDL

γ,κ double layer capacitance at the interface between phase
γ and κ [F m−2]

c j
γ concentration of species j in phase γ [mol m−3]

D surface diffusion [m2 s−1]
D j

γ diffusion coefficient of species j in phase γ [m2 s−1]
E A activation energy [J mol−1]
F Faraday constant [C mol−1]
�G Gibbs free energy [J mol−1]
J surface current density [A m−2]
J A

j binding energy to species j [J mol−1]
j current density [A m−3]
k reaction rate constant [s, mol, m]
�L distance between lattice sites [m]
N j

ν,γ flow of species j between phase γ and ν [mol m−2]
n j number of nearest neighbors of species j [–]
nx number of lattice sites in x direction [–]
ny number of lattice sites in y direction [–]
ni mol number of solid i [–]
Qi irreversible side reaction to solid i [mol m−2]
q process frequency [s−1]
R ideal gas constant [J mol−1 K−1]
Ra particle radius of anode [m]
r space variable in particle [m]
rs roughness factor [–]
T temperature [K]
t time [s]

Subscripts and Superscripts

a anode
s surface film
s∗ adsorption site of surface film
e electrolyte
γ a phase
ν a phase
SEI Solid Electrolyte Interface
LC lithium carbonate
LEDC lithium ethylene dicarbonate
des any solid in the porous SEI phase
eff effective

Greek

αi symmetry factor of reaction i [–]
δ average surface film thickness [m]
�� potential difference [V]
ε volume fraction [–]
μ0 standard state chemical potential [J mol−1]
� site density [m−2]
ρ electrical resistivity [	 m]
σ site-occupancy number [mol−1]
θ j surface fraction of species j [–]
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